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Technical Rider for Yury Ruzhyev / YURA

Music

All required music for the show will be provided on an iPod with StereoMini-RCA or 1/4 inch jack to 
stereo 3.5mm jack. Performer requires one wireless mic for himself and another one for the audience.  
There shall be one sound monitor on stage. Sound director or DJ is required to assist the talent during 
the performance with a 30 min rehearsal period prior to the show.  

The Viva Cabaret music shall be played non stop from 1st track to the last. All music that is required to 
be played during the hosting time, shall be played on cues from the performer and according to the 
script / set list (to be provided). 

Stage, Lights and Props

Clear stage with full stage lights. Spot light. House lights shall be down for all times during the Viva 
Cabaret show. High table for talent’s props to be placed on stage. Mic stand. One tray. One short martini 
glass.  

Backstage area

Due to ongoing costume changes during the show, dressing room or changing area must be as close to 
the stage as possible and should include: tall mirror, 2 chairs, paper towels, still mineral water. 
Backstage changing area should be secured. Performer’s Wardrobe Assistant will be there at all times 
and will be able to help to set up the area. If talent travels without a wardrobe Assistant, one shall be 
provided to help the talent with costume changes. 

Dressing Room

Talent requires a dressing room to get ready for the show. Talent arrives at the venue 1-2 hours before 
the show time. The dressing room shall be private, secured and shall include: table and 3 chairs, mirror 
+ lights, electric source, paper towels, and mineral water (still and not cold), fruit plate and black coffee. 

Rehearsal

Talent requires one rehearsal with sound and lights at the venue, assisted by a technician, working 
during the show. 

 All of the above is highly appreciated and will certainly help us to create a spectacular 
performance. I understand however that it is not always possible to provide technical support in a 
desired way. I will do my best to adjust to any challenges and make your evening unforgettable.
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